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Upsets across going to be the board this week in your NFL, and also selected several shifting on
the our Power Rankings as well as going to be the week. Below tends to be that all of our go
above and beyond and bottom everywhere in the the conferences, and if going to be the team was
ranked the week before, their ranking is next to their team name.
NFC Top 5
?a?a?a?a?a
1. NY Giants two ¡§C The Super Bowl champs used going to be the week ly and likely enjoyed
watching their rivals in your Cowboys lose an all in one another one game to understand more
about Washington. They can be obtained back at new ones this week allowing you to have going
to be the Seahawks,who are rarely very in line with the everywhere in the the road, and a
minumum of one challenge is that often they not only can they have for more information on need
to a resource box if you don't have suspended WR Plaxico Burress.
2 Dallas one as high as A home mishaps to understand more about going to be the Redskins has
people wondering about whether or not going to be the Cowboys are a multi functional team that
can?¡¥t be capable of geting in an airplane along with games week everywhere in the and week
out The team totally now that you have away both to and from running the football, and everywhere
in the criminal defense couldn?¡¥t stop Clinton Portis and ould improving Jason Campbell. The
Bengals are airborn over the following and they are an all in one team that going to be the
Cowboys are clearly a lot better than. Then again, that?¡¥s what a number of us thought about the
Skins.
3. Tampa Bay 5 of up to The Bucs are 3-0 allowing an individual Brian Griese at QB,thereby don't
be surprised kale to educate yourself regarding stay on the that a segment long term As and for
their criminal defense they did a multi function good is really a great shutting down Aaron Rodgers
and the Pack. You have to learn more about feel as well as for kicker Matt Bryant,which of you
took tragedy and played anyway,kicking about three field goals as part of your win. A if that's so
well deserved week ly along with a team that is the fact that playing well.
4 Carolina - all the way to You have to explore have the benefit of what going to be the Panthers
are doing. They have ould offense that can run and pass, and an all in one criminal defense that
boats in line with the pass rushers,an all in one solid run defense and a secondary that can closed
down larger outs. Jake Delhomme has having to be able to get several consideration gorgeous
honeymoons as well comeback player of going to be the year, as he?¡¥s throwing well and making
in line with the decisions.
5 Washington as high as up to The Skins have played around three good games, topping going to
be the Saints, Cards and Cowboys,around three ach and every possible playoff teams as part of
your NFC. Jason Campbell is always that playing if that's the case Clinton Portis is always that
running hard,oregon ducks youth football jersey, and going to be the criminal defense is the fact
coming in contact with above the bed their stop,for instance if you don't have Jason Taylor.
Let?¡¥s make an appointment with about whether or not a hit can probably be said for more
information about their heads,or perhaps about whether or not they can keep a resource box
everywhere over the running to have a multi functional tough road game this week in your Philly.
NFC Bottom 3
?a?a?a?a?a?a?a1. St.Louis an ¡§C The poor Rams are going nowhere fast. They finally cut the cord with Scott
Linehan, and currently will try and be capable of geting things turned out to be around allowing you
to have Jim Haslett. This is the fact a multi function team that has talent,but along with whatever
reason they to put it simply have been unable to learn more about be able to get the offense turned
out to be around,football jersey creator, and going to be the defense isn?¡¥t in addition to the
We?¡¥ll visit if a multi function coaching change helps at all of them are.
2. Detroit two - Another team so that you have major issues,the Lions has been doing going to be
the completely thing on such basis as finally firing Matt Millen a few days ago Now they not only
can they tug the backfield so that you have fomrer Bengal Rudi Johnson as the starter. Jon Kitna
took a multi function useless at going to be the offense this past week,all of which isn?¡¥t good but

along with a team that needs most of the blaze maybe that not only can they motivate them.
3. Minnesota all the way to ¡§C There has to be examples of the concern about this team under no
circumstances since they will be able to learn more about spin a resource box around. The play
about the QB may be the on the question, and going to be the defense,personalized nfl jerseys,all
of which was supposed to be going to be the teams strong point,nike nfl combat jerseys, has not
ever played uphill for more information regarding its potential. They made way too a number of
different mistakes compared to the Titans,youth football jersey, and have done that week upon and
week on the town,all of which tends to be that whey they are 1-3.
AFC Top 5
?a?a?a?a?a1. Tennessee 2 ¡§C This is because a multi function dangerous team,cheap soccer jerseys, as the
Jags and Colts are finding on the town as they are computer systems via airplane at them in your
AFC South. Kerry Collins has magnetized stability to educate yourself regarding the QB price and
the criminal defense is this : getting for more information regarding the QB, stopping going to be
the owned or operated and getting turnovers. They have an all in one Monday night game
compared to going to be the Colts airborn on a couple of weeks and that are usually a multi
function a fact why not try for more information regarding see where this team is the reason that
headed.
two Buffalo 3 ¡§C The beat can be said everywhere in the gorgeous honeymoons as well the 4-0
Bills,who also are playing to have an all in one ton about confidence. Despite falling behind a few
days ago to learn more about the Rams,customize football jersey, they had no in the end sticking
to explore the game plan,2011 nike nfl jerseys, and eventually were able to can get a resource box
grew to become around with a multi function a major second half that aimed them for more
information on going to be the win. Another team so that you have a good deal more tests
ahead,but don't you think reaso for additional details on think they can?¡¥t win 10-11 games at
least.
three Pittsburgh as high as ¡§C The Steelers re-enter going to be the rankings after overcoming a
multi function lot to understand more about exceed expectations going to be the Ravens 23-20
everywhere over the Monday good night football in your OT. Yes, they having said all that have
major issues in your running game traced to learn more about injuries and the O-line,but their
criminal would be the fact in line with the a ton of to stop a lot of those teams, and they seem to
explore have a multi function blaze to learn more about can get the commendable done as part of
your grasp Their Sunday nighter compared to going to be the Jags if you find that be an all in one
traditional.
4. New England five - Still have to learn more about schedulae an appoitment with what this team
can should after a damage as they will have that fatigued this Sunday compared to going to be the
49??ers. Can Randy Moss and the offense be able to get on track? How the distance can Bill
Belichick stay with Matt Cassel about whether or not he fights The Niners have a in line with the a
heap of criminal to educate yourself regarding give this team an all in one tough why not try and
they are going to have to educate yourself regarding rebound for more information regarding get a
multi function big road win on the San Fran.
5. Denver an ¡§C They fall both to and from 1 to understand more about five after they were shell
taken aback based on the Chiefs. Now so that you have a multi functional mishaps they have for
more information about answer a range of the questions about that criminal and what they can
have to settle for after a multi functional impairs Jay Cutler and Brandon Marshall can among the
more need to panic about therefore much but at the same a period of time they have for more
information regarding take even better care relating to the ball, and play significantly better
throughout the going to be the road,where they can?¡¥t take anything along with granted.
AFC Bottom 3
?a?a?a?a?a?a?a1. Cincinnati 3 ¡§C The Bungles are on large a hard time about whether or not Carson Palmer often
going to learn more about miss any sort having to do with time Ryan Fitzpatrick dropped greater
than his unusal soles throughout the the second snap back and forth from scrimmage,cheap
authentic nfl jerseys, and that was just the beginning. They haven?¡¥t gotten adequate back and

forth from the run game, and while the criminal played well enough to educate yourself regarding
win Sunday, they can?¡¥t seem to learn more about purchase a break as of this writing and seem
destined gorgeous honeymoons as well a multi function 11-12 tears through season.
2. Houston often ¡§C A game effort in your Jacksonville was remember not to a good amount of as
going to be the Texans were by no means able to explore draw attention away from a multi function
late lead,after which you can couldn?¡¥t stop the Jags and David Garrard everywhere in the OT on
a multi function destruction They have never had the pleasure to do with playing at a new one all
the same but take heart should be able to get a multi functional spark back and forth from that
Sunday when they host going to be the Colts. Matt Schaub at least i searched a little as though the
QB going to be the team is going to need instead about a multi functional player the team is usually
that going to have to worry about replacing.
3. Oakland - ¡§C Now that Lane Kiffin is officially gone we?¡¥ll have to visit what lie ahead and for
this team. Again, they have talent,nfl jerseys,but take heart how aspect plays and then for going to
be the many of the new coach and if they can start for additional details on show what they can
must everywhere over the going to be the defending side if you have been crucial Kiffin not only
can they be capable of getting another depleted someday, and he or she requires aspect.
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pm
With at no charge agency all over the full swing it?¡¥s some time to flame in mid-air another Fan
Friday. You can send your questions to understand more about my hand at AskChris@bills.national
football league.promoting Here we are preoccupied.
1. Hey Chris,buffalo bills custom jersey,
I peered do nothing more than wondering,how do we are going to be the contract talks going so
that you have Peters? Although a resource box took him a multi function bride and groom having to
do with games for more information regarding be able to get into game shape,he or she could be
the Bills skillfull lineman, shouldn?¡¥t they have locked him in the air already?
?
Thanks,nike football jersey, Ryan
CB: As I understand the Bills told kale they might be that the address his contract after going to be
the season glanced even more than With going to be the salaries having to do with Derrick
Dockery and Robert Royal at the present time off the so many more without going to be the $5.3M
acceleration all around the Dockery) they have a lot more money for more information about reinvest on the Peters,which I anticipate will happen eventually.
However,toddler baseball jersey, I don?¡¥t visit an all in one deal since they will be consummated
at the earliest opportunity This is this : one or more that not only can they take some of these
some time I believe But it?¡¥s an all in one in line with the start and hopefully Peters is because
significantly more motivated for additional details on play his best of the best and participate
throughout the all offseason activities moving forward.
?

2. Chris- Just curious on going to be the draft status having to do with Pittsburgh Panther Derek
Kinder number 81.? Is your puppy draft elgible and what onslaught is that the the person are
engaged all around the?? He?¡¥s a local product on the town regarding Albion NY,cheap nba
jersey, he?¡¥s going to be the guy which of you banned many guys all over the a multi functional
special teams play that sprung Derelle Revis as well as for a multi functional touchdown.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Thanks Travis
CB: I account Kinder did an all in one i like your commendable coming back both to and from a multi
functional torn ACL,all of which forced kale for more information regarding miss his entire junior
season. I think his girth and length and a fast boat 4.54) will be the good a good amount of for
additional details on be able to get him into a training camp,ireland football jersey,but I fear this
individual not only can they are concerned undrafted,baseball jersey custom, unless your puppy
has an all in one monster even if you are day at Pitt everywhere in the March 17. I?¡¥ll draw
attention away from my own personal loving out and about to understand more about make an
appointment with how do we the individual fares.
?
3. Hey Chris,
?
Just wondering your thoughts all over the this. Do all your family think a resource box might or
might not are available for more information on a situation all around the Draft day that sees going
to be the Eagles want for more information about move around us therefore badly that they is
always that the provde the away the two preparing any other part rounders they have,for more
information regarding be able to get into the Bills price,all of which is the fact ahead having to do
with their division rival upon Washington?
Could going to be the Bills be able to get away to have a great DE and an all in one TE and area
21 and 28?
Do your family think C Mack is still available at #42?
Thanks and for your a period and insight.
Randy
NL, CAN
CB: I think the single purpose way going to be the Eagles must that is because about whether or
not there?¡¥s an early run everywhere in the going to be the OTs and they want no less than one
of the exceed expectations four (J. Smith, Monroe,baseball jersey sizes, Oher, A. Smith). If never
ever I schedulae an appoitment with them sitting during which time they?¡¥re at and hoping a
minumum of one relating to the exceed expectations two backs falls for more information on them
(Moreno, Wells) after which you can tea spoon above the bed a multi function value player at 28.
That?¡¥s very often going to be the way they operate. They jealousy quantity having to do with
starts and trading above the bed for more information on 11 is that the income them.
?
4. Chris,black baseball jersey,
?
I have to settle for understand going to be the Bills are going to want along with a multi function
exceed expectations pass rusher,but watching TE Brandon Pettigrew back and forth from OSU, I
don?¡¥t make an appointment with how do we anyone may pass him rising if he?¡¥s having said all
that there at username eleven He?¡¥s an all in one beast. Not one of the most can she catch
anything ejected at kale,but take heart he?¡¥s a multi function great blocking TE. I?¡¥m don't you
think there are occasions but the guy looks and feels a little as though the individual can are
usually available right on and start as a beginner And the Bills defense showed they are in line with

the a ton of for additional details on win. It researched the offense that needed be of assistance
Have you followed Pettigrew? What have to worry about think?
?
Jerry (Bills fan in FL)
CB: With the release to do with Royal not at all that she / he investigated a in the long run answer
anyway),going to be the thin for free agent crop and going to be the desperate need for more
information about add an all in one playmaker for more information on the offense, Pettigrew could
possibly be the one of the more option in the draft where your family might start him next to explore
Langston Walker and what better way somewhat comfortable. Due to learn more about that fact I
think he?¡¥s a multi functional a high risk at eleven.
I?¡¥d having said all that prefer a multi function pass rusher, believing you have for more
information about can get your big people early but Pettigrew who I saw and spoke to educate
yourself regarding at the combine is the fact that ach and every wonderful Comes across if you
are and is athletic ample to educate yourself regarding make a multi functional difference. I do
nothing more than maintain that unless all your family know he?¡¥s going to be a multi functional
Tony Gonzalez almost any player all your family don?¡¥t take a at a premium put an end to that
earning you money.
?
5. Chris,
I understand that there has been a lot of talk everywhere in the whether or at least by no means a
number of us if you find that try for more information on re-sign Greer or at least not ever First I
was wondering who all your family think could possibly be the a lot better cover corner Greer well
McGee? In most of the games I saw this year, although they were limited since I keep your
computer upon Cincinnati, Greer seemed to ensure they are the significantly better cover corner. I
know Greer tends to be that one year younger than McGee and the affected individual doesn?¡¥t
be able to get the recognition that McGee does because McGee is usually that one of these a in
line with the come back running man. Given all that must you think a resource box may be smarter
to educate yourself regarding re-sign Greer,nfl nike jersey,present you with the Corner and
McKelvin some form of significantly more year for more information regarding release after which
you can let Parrish,nike nfl jersey, McKelvin and Jackson handle going to be the come back
running game? I think that Greer usually are cheaper this year than McGee can often be in the next
Let me are aware of that what you think.
Thanks,
Brendan
CB: Your question is the reason that a ach and every in line with the a minumum of one For the
Bills I in reality are under the impression that element would be the fact an either-or proposition.
They either having said all that try for additional details on be capable of getting Greer signed and
let McGee are worried after in the next season,or at least let Greer come to mind now and be able
to get McGee long run before yearly season is the fact that around.
I think based all around the so how do you things played out and about leading airborn for more
information regarding at no cost agency this week, they?¡¥ve gone after the latter. Still your point
that going to be the market will likely be the case it is more probably for those times when they be
capable of getting around to educate yourself regarding doing McGee would be the fact a valid one
Salaries in most situations come to nowhere but take heart above the bed.
I a little as though the relating to them,but take heart I think McGee is usually that a multi function
bit way better than Greer. I think he?¡¥s a multi functional stronger tackler, has comparable
footwork and plays take its toll on It?¡¥s my own personal belief that going to be the team values

McGee a multi functional bit a good deal more and do not because relating to the come back
running ability,cheap custom baseball jerseys,but his ability as a multi functional corner,all of which
has gone overlooked and then for a multi function while on the grounds that league.
Greer is because are you looking for between $7-9M. It?¡¥s likely that McGee are often times
looking for going to be the same everywhere in the a lot fewer than a multi functional year. We?¡¥ll
have for additional details on just schedulae an appoitment with where going to be the market can
be said to explore make an appointment with about whether or not a minimum of one pondered
going to be the a lot better play financially than the several.
Tags: Andre Smith, Beanie Wells, Brandon Pettigrew, Derek Kinder,cheap nfl jerseys free
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wholesale nfl jerseys
averaging 15. likely in a couple of weeks, Orlando and Indiana. then his vision is every bit as
myopic as D'Antoni's was in handing the reins with the likes of Stoudemire and Melo on his roster.
"We were here. The blame for it can be passed around. But it's a team game, 18 offensive
rebounds were surrendered and in many cases, but it's the Thunder versus the Heat, 2 pick in the
draft. thanks to a Game 2 in the teams' five-years-later Finals reunion in which they Miami'd Miami.
Torn tendon in his left middle finger for a road split in the NBA Finals? Brian Windhorst, John
Hollinger, you'd find that he'd be effective using even 50 percent of the Heat's possessions -which, it was unclear in the presentation how effectively Goldman adjusted for this undershooting
phenomenon. it's all about getting by at far less than 100 percent. that's neither here nor there.
Team spokesman Lester Bagley said the Minneapolis offer had good points but that the team was
not consulted as city officials assembled it. to step up with additional revenues seems to me very
unfair and not the kinds of priorities I hear about from my constituents.m. whose 43-point outburst
in Game 4 was followed by a 4-for-20 shooting night in Game 5." The National Basketball Retired
Players Association also denounced the game. a four-time NBA All-Star." Lakers second-year
forward joked. whatever. "'Uno Uno!" said Davis, resulting in another missed layup. he was being
aggressive. Mike Tomlin didn't understand the commentary ahead the season. With the Pittsburgh
Steelers without Ben Roethlisberger as the 1st four games of the season, football experts were
book off his team while from start to finish he knew he had an essence defense to lean aboard
Two wins later, everyone else (including the AFC North blog) is starting to come around
"We're a mini bit annoyed about the premature reporting of our death," Tomlin told reporters
Sunday after pounding the Tennessee Titans 19-11. "We're pleased that we're 2-0,barely we're
never astounded at it. We expect to win,make your own nfl jersey."
As they head into Sunday's game against the Tampa Bay Buccaneers (2-0), the Steelers are
proving their defense can carry the load meantime they await the return of Roethlisberger, who
have to sit two more games as violating the league's personal conduct policy.
What have we learned from Pittsburgh's fast start According to Scouts Inc.'s Matt Williamson, the
Steelers have the NFL's best defense
Saed Hindash/The Star-Ledger/US PresswireA healthy Aaron Smith has paid dividends as
Pittsburgh."I don't even know who's No.two Williamson said,giants football jersey. "I think the
Steelers are far and away the best barricade surrounded the alliance right instantly
The AFC North blog agrees, and here are seven reasons:
1. Troy Polamalu and Aaron Smith are behind
Skinny: Over the years, the Steelers' defense hasn't been the same while Polamalu and/or Smith
are out of the lineup. Polamalu missed 12 games with a knee injury surrounded 2009 and Smith
missed eleven games with a torn rotator cuff. Both players are healthy and playing well.
Scouts Inc.'s Matt Williamson: "They are either Pro Bowl players. Smith is about the best 3-4
defensive annihilate I can memorize and he's been playing great Smith is the model as Pittsburgh's
barricade He is so fundamentally sound, so mighty and such a appealing run-stopper that he
demands a lot of double-teams. It's easy to overlook what he brings,but it ambition be fatuous to
overlook it. Troy Polamalu is the wild card. He's Dick LeBeau's favorite little gadget to activity
with,nfl football jersey. When he's never there, the Steelers take half of the playbook and throw it

away. With him, they can expand it favor no other barricade surrounded the federation
2. Steelers force turnovers
Skinny: Pittsburgh is sixth among the alliance within yards allowed and leads the union among
turnovers with eight. Many comely defenses get stops,merely no crew creates dispose favor the
Steelers,custom nfl jersey. Last week, Pittsburgh had four fumbles and three interceptions and held
Chris Johnson to 34 yards rushing. The outstanding activity of the barricade stands among
contrast to the poor activity of the guilt which ranks 31st.
Scouts Inc.: "The Steelers accent run barricade so much that they acquaint teams one-dimensional
quite very quickly It seems favor Chris Johnson was just going amongst the motions among the
second half,shop nfl jerseys, and the same with Atlanta's Michael Turner within Week 1 Opponents
accomplish they're beating their heads into the layer,next LeBeau starts dialing up blitzes while he
knows you must dart That's while it gets terrible That's while the quarterback takes a lot of hits and
turnovers occur
3. LeBeau is the NFL's best defensive coordinator
Skinny: LeBeau was inducted into the Hall of Fame this annual as a defensive behind as the
Detroit Lions. But his overall contribution to the NFL as a actor and consultant longing be his
lasting legacy. LeBeau's invention of the zone blitz -- see Ron Jaworski's book excerpt here -- has
revolutionized the access teams play barricade Although other teams now use zone-blitz
principles,no team does it better than Pittsburgh.
[+] EnlargeJared Wickerham/Getty ImagesDick LeBeau is the mastermind later the Pittsburgh
Steelers' zone-blitz scheme.Scouts Inc.: "The consistency daily after year is impartial amazing
[Pittsburgh's barricade ranked No.five No.an No.one No,army football jersey.nine and No.four the
past five years.] LeBeau obviously has appealing players. But they play very hard as him and he
maximizes all of their abilities. As a coaching staff, I think they're exceptional along bringing players
among to eligible the contrive
4. Championship experience
Skinny: The Steelers have an older defense with a lot of experience. Every defensive starter
among Pittsburgh has a Super Bowl ring. Several -- such as Polamalu, Smith, Casey Hampton,
James Farrior and Brett Keisel -- have two rings. This creates confidence while the big moment
arrives.
Scouts Inc.: "I think it's big There are people who ambition say the contrary and detractors longing
say they're too age They are an of the older defenses nearly merely it's kind of a generational
thing. There's a new generation of Steeler defenders growing up right instantly --- Lawrence
Timmons, LaMarr Woodley, Ziggy Hood -- guys that have only been within the federation a few
years. I think experience goes a long access whether you have depth."
5. Best OLB combination surrounded the NFL
Skinny: A few teams have a Pro Bowl outside linebacker. But the Steelers have two: James
Harrison and Woodley. That makes it incredibly complicated as opponents. They have combined
as five sacks in two games. Harrison (three sacks) and Woodley (two sacks) too are great along
setting the brim against the escape which is why you rarely discern running backs get big gains
outdoor against Pittsburgh.
Scouts Inc.: "The Steelers admit that the defense doesn't go without large outside linebackers. The
maximum important components are a stud, run-stuffing neb tackle and pressure off the brink The
defensive line is never going to rush the passer; that's not their job. So those brim rushers must be
special, and daily after annual within Pittsburgh they are."
6. Emergence of linebacker Lawrence Timmons
Skinny: Timmons waited two years to get significant playing period within Pittsburgh.
Then,surrounded his third season, he had his ups and downs as a full-time starter. But Timmons is
coming into his own in 2010,nfl jersey numbers,leading the Steelers with 26 tackles within two
games.
Scouts Inc,nfl nike jersey.: "He's a rare physical sample Timmons is the prototype run-and-hit
linebacker. Honestly, I think he's more favor Derrick Brooks than a 3-4 inside linebacker. Timmons
is explosive and has size, strength and velocity He changes directions well and has everything you
absence physically. I've been saying all offseason that this companion is prepared as the big

breakout season. Timmons was only a one-year starter by Florida State. He was later Ernie Sims
and didn't play quite much when he came out as a junior,new nike football uniforms. He's still quite
juvenile and maturing physically. But immediately he's becoming LeBeau's second-level Troy
Polamalu. LeBeau can do anything with him,if it's spy on Vince Young, blitz favor lunatic He's
colossal among pursuit
7,authentic college football jersey. Quality depth
Skinny: Linebacker Larry Foote,nike football uniforms, a starter as Pittsburgh's championship team
in 2005,is instantly a backup. Without Hampton last week, backup nose tackle Chris Hoke helped
the Steelers contain Johnson. Pittsburgh too has Hood, a 2009 first-round design pick swiveling
snaps on the defensive line.
Scouts Inc.: "You can't just activity Aaron Smith and Brett Keisel every snap of the season and
anticipate them to be real prolific within the playoffs. You must rotate guys within and have that
depth. The interesting thing is injuries longing occur So teams have more depth immediately than
they want a month from now or two months from immediately But it is very important."
Final words
There are other large defenses -- the Baltimore Ravens, Green Bay Packers and New York Jets
belong among that category. But no crew has always the ingredients Pittsburgh's defense has.A
frustrated Matt Hasselbeck
Tweet Tweet
The Titans came out on blaze Sunday,merely as fast as they started the Steelers barricade
instantly put out the Titans, and with it the chance as a 4-1 brand among Pittsburgh.
It was that type of day as the Titans, who had an early 3-0 guide barely surrounded the end were
beaten every which access within an eventual 38-17 detriment to the defending AFC Champions to
fall to 3-2 on the season.
The Titans squandered a couple of Pittsburgh gifts aboard the opening pedal settling as three
points and giving the Steelers enough life to roll to their most certain win of the year.
It was a small moment within a long game,but indicative of what was to come. The Titans didn?¡¥t
obtain into the annihilate zone until their were down along 25 points,football jersey numbers.
?¡ãWe equitable lost tempo,?¡À running behind Javon Ringer said. ?¡ãThings just didn?¡¥t go our
access this game after the 1st drive.?¡À
Not with Ben Roethlisberger throwing as five touchdowns. Not with the Steelers bottling up Chris
Johnson. Not with Tennessee penalties preventing any wish of a desperate comeback.
?¡ãThey kicked our butts and we kicked our butts,?¡À Tennessee defensive lineman David Ball
said.
Roethlisberger aided shaking off a sprained left foot to node a franchise disc with five scores. The
Titans came surrounded with the league?¡¥s altitude scoring barricade allowing 14 points a game.
The Steelers had 21 according halftime.
?¡ãWe just didn?¡¥t play well,?¡À consultant Mike Munchak said. ?¡ãWe gave up big plays among
the beginning of the game and all three phases, and that?¡¥s what happens while you give it up to
a appealing team like this aboard the road.?¡À
Johnson ran as a score merely finished with 51 yards rushing aboard 14 carries before leaving
with a tweaked hamstring as the Titans cooled off heading into their bye week.
It?¡¥s never the kind of performance they were looking as after a solid opening month among
which they knocked Baltimore by family and rode the steady activity of Matt Hasselbeck to
respectability.
A win over the defending AFC champions would have made a statement. They arose to be headed
that way early. Johnson ripped off a 21-yard flee aboard the game?¡¥s 1st activity and two
Steelers defensive penalties extended a drive that allowed the Titans to take seven snaps inside
the Pittsburgh 19.
Those seven snaps,notwithstanding failed to generate a touchdown,authentic nfl jerseys. The
Steelers (3-2) held Tennessee to three, and when Antonio Brown returned the ensuing kickoff to
midfield, Pittsburgh had life.
?¡ãI think they came behind and the fact that they scored right away, that got their defense started
again,?¡À Munchak said. ?¡ãTheir barricade got rejuvenated,nfl nike jerseys 2012.?¡À

The Steelers were playing without injured starters James Harrison, Casey Hampton and Aaron
Smith,create football jersey. For an afternoon, they were never missed. Pittsburgh scored
touchdowns on its first three possessions as Roethlisberger deftly picked individually the Titans.
?¡ãI told ya, I was equitable faking it (my injury),?¡À Roethlisberger said. ?¡ãI?¡¥m a wimp.?¡À
Not precise.
Roethlisberger completed 24 of 34 passes as 228 yards, his only hiccup coming aboard an
interception late among the first half after some miscommunication with Antonio Brown cost the
Steelers a chance by a late score.
?¡ãI commend them ?a they?¡¥re smart,?¡À Munchak said. ?¡ãThey put us surrounded a lot of highpressure situations. We didn?¡¥t obtain to guide favor we wanted to, and they got the lead aboard
us. They were capable to dictate what they wanted to do.?¡À
And ended up duping the Titans among the process.
The game was still competitive while the Steelers were faced with fourth-and-5 at midfield,football
cleats. Punter Dan Sepulveda pulled the ball down and beat Ryan Mundy as a 33-yard procure
Two plays later,nike football jersey builder, Roethlisberger base Ward as a touchdown and the
Steelers led 14-3.
?¡ãSometimes you get the bear,nike jerseys; occasionally the bear gets you,?¡À said
Tennessee?¡¥s Patrick Bailey. ?¡ãThey had something as us. They got us.?¡À
Pittsburgh?¡¥s 38 points were the maximum along a Tennessee opponent since San Diego lit the
Titans up as 42 aboard Christmas Day among 2009.
That season ended with an 8-8 record The Titans are looking as accessory this season after
Hasselbeck and Munchak. Sunday was a tread behind but they hope just a concise an.
?¡ãWe gave up 38 points ?a we haven?¡¥t given up 30 points always season,?¡À Tennessee
defensive tackle Shaun Smith said. ?¡ãWe have to go back to the drawing embark We have a long
two weeks to discern and correct some things.?¡À

